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Tay-Sachs Disease is a recessive genetic disorder which contains that I was not a carrier of this disease and that my child would not
have this genetic disorder and live a normal name.. and I am a carrier of Tay-Sachs Disease; my partner is also a carrier of this disease
and our child is affected Prenatal Studies for Heredity Biochemical Disorders Many hundreds of different hereditary biochemical
disorders of metabolism are known.Â There are a few other very rare disorders where prenatal diagnosis and early treatment may be
critical to save life or prevent mental retardation or other consequences. Some of these diseases are: tyrosine mia, , maple-sirup urine
disease, and. (Jones, 1988).

linked diseases, at present prenatal diagnosis can specifically be made in fewer. than 40 diseases. (Emery, 1968). These sex-linked
diseases are individual rare. and some are named after physicians who described them, for example, Hemophilia. A and B, Duchenne
muscular dystrophy, fragile-X syndrome, Fabry disease, Hunter. syndrome, Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, and Menkes steely-hair syndrome.
The following.Â There are a few other very rare disorders where prenatal diagnosis and early. treatment may be critical to save life or
prevent mental retardation or other. consequences.Â Progress in actual. prenatal treatment for genetic disorders can be anticipated,
provided that fetal. research is not interdicted by state legislation. (Nora, 1989).

